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“Growing pains are a ‘good
problem’ for companies, but at
the same time, there’s a reason
for why they’re called ‘pains’–
that’s exactly what they are.
The exact same business process
may require drastically different
solutions at varying points of a
company’s trajectory. An up-todate ERP system that can evolve
alongside your company will
alleviate a lot of the headaches.
Your solution should grow with
you, not against you.”
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Courtiers of Craftsmanship
When Mary Keen acquired her first two goats in the 1970s, she had no idea just
how rapidly her cheese-making hobby would grow into a full-fledged business
venture. Based on California’s northern coast in Humbolt County, Cypress Grove now
distributes its cheese throughout North America and around the world. Their rapid
expansion has been accompanied by critical acclaim, and Cypress Grove boasts a
treasure trove of cheese products that have won numerous industry awards, received
praise from Oprah, and are used by top chefs on a daily basis.
Unprecedented Growth
This success led to continued growth and expansion for Cypress Grove, and in 2010,

JEREMY DEVRIES

the company was acquired by dairy operator and farmer cooperative Emmi Holdings.

Managing Consultant
Beck Consulting

Emmi shares Cypress Grove’s values of craftsmanship and passion for artisanal
cheeses, and their investment allowed Cypress Grove to scale even faster, doubling
their production facility over the next four years.
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The Difficult Side of Growth:
Supply Chain Complexity
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This rapid growth was not without challenges, and the
management team had to quickly expand to keep up with
demand. As production volume increased, so too did the
logistical challenges of ingredient lot traceability, shipping,
inventory management, and data reporting to the new
investors.
Inconsistent Data Leads to Faulty Decisions
At the time, Cypress Grove was operating on an outdated
version of Microsoft’s Dynamics NAV ERP solution. This
older software was unable to adequately address many
of the new challenges that had not been considerations
when Cypress Grove deployed it. The staff was forced
to create workarounds and found that more and more
frequently they were relying on external systems and

“Beck Consulting has been
a great technology partner.
They are good at listening
and communicating. Beck
Consulting helped us evaluate
our processes and configured
NAV and bcFood to meet our
requirements.”

spreadsheets that were not easily accessible to everyone.
This in turn led to data inconsistencies, and management
lost confidence in the data coming out of their ERP
system. As a result, it had become increasingly difficult to
make decisions in day-to-day operations.
Lack of Information Inhibits Growth
Cypress Grove’s rapid growth and new ownership
investments made the need for consistent data tracking
and better integration all the more apparent. The
management team understood that achieving their

“Achieving
goals
while still
maintaining
quality
required
business data
that everyone
could trust.
We knew we
could solve
this problem,
and as a result
make Cypress
Grove more
profitable.”

goal of increasing sales by 10% year-over-year for 10
LY N N E S A N D S T R O M

years while continuing to maintain their artisanal quality
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would require quality business data that everyone
could trust. In order to make wise resource allocation
decisions, they realized they needed to upgrade their old
Microsoft Dynamics NAV software to a more modern
version and configure it to meet Cypress Grove’s unique
manufacturing processes. Not wanting a repeat of the
growing pains they were experiencing with their current
solution, the new software also needed to be a scalable
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application that could grow with the company.

DIRK
MANDERS
President
Beck Consulting

Expert Advice For
Pulling Systems Together
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In the course of their search for a new ERP solution, Cypress Grove brought in Beck
Consulting to help them evaluate their current system and processes. A Microsoft
NAV Gold ERP Partner and developer of the bcFood ERP add-on for food processors,
manufacturers, and distributors, Beck provided invaluable insight and experience.

System Upgrade
Facilitates Flexible Growth
The Beck Consulting team weighed the
pros and cons between managing a
NAV upgrade and switching to a new
ERP system, ultimately deciding that an
upgrade to NAV with their bcFood addon was the best path. Beck Consulting
also evaluated Cypress Grove’s existing
manufacturing processes and identified
more efficient ways of accomplishing

“Find a technology partner
who knows your industry,
but do not expect them to
understand all the details of
your processes on day one.”

The Creamery

goals. In addition to an upgrade to the
most current Dynamics NAV and bcFood platforms, Cypress Grove also incorporated
Beck Consulting’s bcPacknShip solution to manage UPS, FedEx, and package- level
tracking from within Dynamics NAV.

Dependability and Consistency Leads to Profitability
The upgraded NAV platform and introduction of bcFood has successfully restored
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Cypress Grove’s confidence in their ERP system’s data integrity. Accurate, real-time,
and trackable throughout all areas of the business, this data provides a “single version
of the truth.” The management team is able to trust the information they receive in
their decision-making and Business Intelligence initiatives. This single version of the
truth is just one of many improvements the company has seen with their new ERP
solution. Cypress Grove also enjoys full lot traceability for each and every ingredient,
more accurate sales forecasting, and better inventory management. Quality assurance
systems have improved, labor has decreased, redundant labor has been minimized,
and overall efficiency has increased across the board.
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What’s Next for Cypress Grove
Cypress Grove will continue to expand
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upon the improvements they have
experienced with Beck Consulting
by using Beck’s bcMobile application
to bring increased functionality to
their quality assurance processes.
With the addition of mobile tablets
at key data input points, users will be
better equipped to track inventory
and record quality assurance data in
real-time. Additional projects with
the Beck Consulting team will allow

“Each company needs to
set up its ERP software
to fully reflect its specific
manufacturing process.”
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Cypress Grove to further optimize other areas of their bcFood solution.
Cypress Grove is excited to use their improved data output from bcFood for further
business growth planning, more accurate tracking of sales and inventory, and the
realization of short and long term business goals.

“Our full suite of services allows Cypress Grove to track sales and
inventory in real time, allowing them to make informed business
decisions.”
DIRK MANDERS
President,Beck Consulting
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